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Small and medium–sized enterprises’ flourishing development has been the most 
vital increase. Financing’s blockade of small and medium–sized enterprises, however, 
restricts its rapid development. Facing increasingly intense competition of large client 
finance, market spaces’ continual narrowing, continually increased demand of 
financial services for small and medium–sized enterprises, and the status that the 
potential markets of financial services for small and medium–sized enterprises is 
massive, as the main server for small and medium–sized enterprises’ financing, 
commercial banks, especially the banks that permanently see basic infrastructure 
industry, monopolizing industry and fundamental large enterprises as target markets, 
using their plenty knowledge and talented person savings, adjust their strategies one 
after another to dynamically discover how to enter small and medium–sized 
enterprises’ financial service markets, when trying to do well in large clients financial 
services and in getting more profit sources. 
Based on previously related research, the author’s own working experiences, 
systematic analysis, and the theories of information’s un-symmetry, regressive choices 
and ethical risk, this paper posed series of feasible measures of China Construction 
Bank Fujian Branch’s financial services for small and medium–sized enterprises, by 
analyzing the present status of small and medium–sized enterprises’ financing in 
Fujian province, the problems and the causes of China Construction Bank Fujian 
branch’s developing corporate finance service for small and medium–sized enterprises, 
the significance and necessity of  China Construction Bank Fujian branch’s 
developing corporate finance service for small and medium–sized enterprises. 
Specially, the author of the paper put forward creative points of view on clients 
appraised system for small and medium–sized enterprises, bid of small and medium 
–sized enterprises’ loans, and the model that risk managers and clients managers’ 
parallel working, which has guiding meaning to commercial banks’ seeking for their 
new-type loan models and cooperation with small and medium–sized enterprises.
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